EVACUATION MAP HOLDERS
GET OUT SAFELY ... EVEN IN THE DARK

Bright, glow-in-the-dark background allows the map to be visible even when the lights go out (background appears white in regular light conditions). The border is printed with clear bold letters - with the glow area for the letters - to readily identify the evacuation map in light and dark. Holder is designed to easily accommodate clear transparency film insert (sold separately). Simply print map from your computer and slide into the holder.
Evacuation Map Holders

*Get out Safely - Even in the dark!*

Lumi-Glow™ Technology adds visibility to your evacuation map so workers can evacuate quickly and safely! No need for a Glow solution? Choose from our Non-Glow version.

- Bright glow-in-the-dark background makes your map visible even when the lights go out (background appears white in full-light conditions)
- Holder is printed with clear bold letters in the border to readily identify evacuation map in light and dark
- Map on clear insert contrasts with the background - white in light and "glow" in darkness
- Non-Glow holders can hold standard 8.5” x 11” or 11” x 17” copy paper or similar printed map

**19-805-223 Evacuation Map Holder**
Insert Size 8.5 x 11; Overall Size 11.5 x 12

**19-805-224 Evacuation Map Holder**
Insert Size 11 x 17; Overall Size 15 x 17.5

**17-998-209 Clear Insert 8.5 x 11**

**17-998-210 Clear Insert 11 x 17**

Contact your Safety Representative for more information on:
- Customization: personalized text, logo or image *(NO set up fee, or minimum order!)*
- Contract or volume pricing

**our Account Representative:**

amantha Trimble

---

Severe Weather Map Holders

*When severe weather approaches, know where to go and what to do for safety.*

Simply print map from your computer and slide into the holder; If emergency plan changes, it's easy to change out the insert sheet.

- Map holder displays self-printed evacuation map or plans
- The bright red border is printed with clear contrasting white, bold letters to quickly identify the holder
- Holder is designed to easily accommodate printed paper insert sheet
- Holder is constructed of .040” clear, durable polycarbonate plastic - Adhesive foam stripes included for mounting

**19-169-548 Severe Weather Map Holder**
Insert Size 8.5 x 11; Overall Size 11.5 x 12

**17-998-209 Clear Insert 8.5 x 11**

**17-998-210 Clear Insert 11 x 17**

Contact your Safety Representative for more information on:
- Customization: personalized text, logo or image *(NO set up fee, or minimum order!)*
- Contract or volume pricing

**our Account Representative:**

amantha Trimble

---
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